INTRODUCTION
Generating functions are a very important tool for the study of sequences. Given a sequence {~~}, one classically defines (among others) two generating functions f(z) and~(z) by the following formulae:
The first one is called the ordinary generating function of the sequence {f.}, while the second one is its exponential generating function. Thus the sequence consisting of ones has exp( z ) as its exponential generating function (e.g.f.) and 1/(1 -z) as its ordinary generating function (o.g.f.). When viewed as an e.g. f., the function 1/(1 -z) corresponds to {n!}. We input the sequence of numerators of this to listtodiffeq:
> llsttodlffeq ([3, 19,193,2721,49171, 1084483,28245729,848456353,28875761 
In Maple V, this equation little help, Maple finds:
cannot be solved L=={ directly with dsolve, but with a
(1) > listtorec ([3,1 9,193,2721,49171 ,1084483,28245729,848456353,28875761731 ] ,u(n)); > eq := (335*tA2 + 1290)*diff (f(t) ,t,t) + 1540*t*dlff(f(t) ,t) + 468720*f (t) = 544;
(eq := (335t2 + 1290) <f(t) + 1540t flf (t) + 468720 f(t) = 544)
This falls into our class of ordinary linear differential equations with polynomial coefficients.
Using diffeqtorec, we convert it into a holonomic recurrence: 
Building Up Equations
The class of holonomic functions and sequences enjoys nice closure properties.
In particular we have the following theorem. with A and B two polynomials.
Since P and B are relatively prime (P is irreducible), the extended gcd algorithm yields three polynomials U( y, z),~1(y, z), and g(z) such that UB + VP = g. From this we define C = Au mod P and deduce 
Using rectodiffeq, convert this recurrence back into a holonomic equation
for the function h(z) = X h. z'.
The procedure rec * rec is the companion for recurrences: it returns a recurrence for the sequence f. g., following steps (~) to (,8 > deq = algfuntodiffeq(y = 1 + x*y"2, y(x)) :hadamardproduct(deq, deq,y(x));
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where C is rational in z and linear with respect to the other Replace in (5) z by g(z), and like in step (~) of algfuntodiffeq g from the denominator.
We then obtain variables. eliminate
where D is rational in z, polynomial of degree less than dz in the second variable, and linear with respect to the other variables. Now we are ready for the main loop of the algorithm:
Define h =~(g(z)).
Differentiate repetitively with respect to z and reduce according to Eqs.
(4) and (6) as well as modulo P. The remaining terms are of the form
with R,, J(z) a rational function, O < i < d2 and O < j < dl. 
By giving an extra parameter to these functions, they work directly on the differential equations. 
From this we deduce that the only singularity of the Borel transform is at -1. Besides, we do not need numerical integration to compute j = Y in (7) because fortunately this equation admits a very simple liouvillian solution:
We thus get a convergent integral representation for the solution:
> res ,= lnt(exp(-t)*ln(z*t + I),t = O .inflnity), res =~%exp(-t) ln(l +zt) dt o And we can easily compute y(z) at a specified > evalf(subs(z = 0.1 ,res)); ,09156333394
As a check, the method of summation to the .0915637760, whose first 6 digits are correct. 
